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Tokenomics focuses on the study, design and implementation of economics systems based on blockchain technology. Every blockchain in the industry has its own token economics model. There are literally thousands of variations of these models.

The competition was tough, it was amazing to see the community rally together for this reactor. Tokemak reactor is not just an option. Tokemak reactors will be the only place this is available as liquidity across DeFi markets. Tokenomics will be unstoppable.

The Tokenomics Workstream will enable the ShapeShift DAO and the FOX Token to achieve its greatest term success of the FOX token. We have already seen great progress achieved in this area, so with a clearly defined and funded workstream, tokenomics will be unstoppable.

**Create An “Alpha” Version Of The Open-Source Web App**

The “Alpha” version will simply be a step in the journey, a way to create a test version of the “Private” version. The new “Private” version will have no features that have already been tested and analyzed in the “Alpha” version. Essentially, two versions of the app will be created, one labeled for the users, “Alpha” version being a true “opt-in” experience and the “Private” version being strictly private with no analytics or user tracking of any sort.

The new “Private” version will be a great place for single sided FOX staking. The Tokemak reactor will also be a great place for single sided FOX staking. For now, this is not available. There is currently single digit APY, so you can easily deposit FOX in the reactor and make some profit at 5% and bag this against 5%. You can start and scale with the FOX, ICCHI and ZEC and ZRX FOX staking will be added later.

The Tokenomics Workstream will enable the ShapeShift DAO and the FOX Token to achieve its greatest term success of the FOX token. We have already seen great progress achieved in this area, so with a clearly defined and funded workstream, tokenomics will be unstoppable.

**Create And Fund A Tokenomics Workstream**

The competition was tough, it was amazing to see the community rally together for this reactor. Tokemak reactor is not just an option. Tokemak reactors will be the only place this is available as liquidity across DeFi markets. Tokenomics will be unstoppable.

The Tokenomics Workstream will enable the ShapeShift DAO and the FOX Token to achieve its greatest term success of the FOX token. We have already seen great progress achieved in this area, so with a clearly defined and funded workstream, tokenomics will be unstoppable.

**The Product & Engineering Workstreams have been super busy last week preparing for a soft launch of the new open-source ShapeShift web app. The new look experimental version, called “Alpha” version was上线 and community feedback. The team will work on improving it removing any bugs and polishing it for a ready move to the “Private” version. The new “Private” version will have no features that have already been tested and analyzed in the “Alpha” version. Essentially, two versions of the app will be created, one labeled for the users, “Alpha” version being a true “opt-in” experience and the “Private” version being strictly private with no analytics or user tracking of any sort.

The new “Private” version will be a great place for single sided FOX staking. The Tokemak reactor will also be a great place for single sided FOX staking. For now, this is not available. There is currently single digit APY, so you can easily deposit FOX in the reactor and make some profit at 5% and bag this against 5%. You can start and scale with the FOX, ICCHI and ZEC and ZRX FOX staking will be added later.

Explore The Diem Universe

The “Alpha” version will simply be a step in the journey, a way to create a test version of the “Private” version. The new “Private” version will have no features that have already been tested and analyzed in the “Alpha” version. Essentially, two versions of the app will be created, one labeled for the users, “Alpha” version being a true “opt-in” experience and the “Private” version being strictly private with no analytics or user tracking of any sort. The new “Private” version will have no features that have already been tested and analyzed in the “Alpha” version.
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